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Theoretical predictions ?
• Predictions for unaccessible spectral regions or for extreme conditions (T,P,L)
Astrophysical & planetological applications (formation of stars, giant planets, Titan, …)
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Theoretical predictions ?
• Predictions for unaccessible spectral regions or for extreme conditions (T,P,L)
Astrophysical & planetological applications (formation of stars, giant planets, Titan, …)
• Explore domains in the frontier between spectro., quant. chemistry & dynamics
• Extract line-by-line information (unambiguous (?) assignments)
• Give information for all isotopic species
AIM: Theoretical databases accurate for various applications (astro., planeto.)
 Among various theoretical models for calculation of high-resolution spectra, 
two most widespread methods
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Completeness or accuracy … or both … ?
Isotopologues
Effective models
… accurate       
… but sparse   
v
J
High-T
I. Effective Models
Empirically-fitted to observed data :
- Intra-polyad resonances = finite size problem
- Paradigm for high precision calculations: 
spectroscopic accuracy
But …. 
- May fail to make reliable extrapolations 
- isotopic dependency = 1 analysis / 1 molecule
Fitted to obs = No physical Interpretation?
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I. Effective Models
Empirically-fitted to observed data :
- Intra-polyad resonances = finite size problem
- Paradigm for high precision calculations: 
spectroscopic accuracy
But …. 
- May fail to make reliable extrapolations 
- isotopic dependency = 1 analysis / 1 molecule
Fitted to obs = No physical Interpretation?
But… 
- Tedious task to converge high V, J 
quantum numbers
- Accuracy limited by PES
Global models
… completeness       
… but less accurate
II. Global variational models
Variational principle from ab initio surfaces (PES/DMS)
- Trial functions, large matrices diagonalization
- More and more feasible with increasing computational 
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Completeness or accuracy … or both … ?
Make a compromise between accuracy and 
completeness ?
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Ethylene molecule
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 6 atoms, 12D of freedom
 Atmospheric interest (pollutant)
 Astrophysic interest
• Giant planets atmospheres
• Exoplanets
 Asymmetric top – D2h symmetry
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 6 atoms, 12D of freedom
 Atmospheric interest (polutant)
 Astrophysic interest
• Giant planets atmospheres
• Exoplanets
 Asymmetric top – D2h symmetry
Benchmark molecule for 
variational calculations
Big molecule !!
Ingredient 1: Accurate ab initio surfaces
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Potential Energy Surface
• 82542 ab initio points @ CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ
30.000 h CPU time
• 2236 parameters in symmetry-adapted
coordinates for the analytical model (order 6)
• Fit error: 0.9 cm-1 (RMS)
• Error on band centers: 2.5 cm-1 for 
fundamentals of 12C2H4, 
13C2H4, 
12C2D4 and 
13C12CH4 (4.8 cm
-1 up to 4100 cm-1)
Ingredient 1: Accurate ab initio surfaces
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Potential Energy Surface
Dipole Moment Surfaces
• 82542 ab initio points @ CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ
30.000 h CPU time
• 2236 parameters in symmetry-adapted
coordinates for the analytical model (order 6)
• Fit error: 0.9 cm-1 (RMS)
• Error on band centers: 2.5 cm-1 for 
fundamentals of 12C2H4, 
13C2H4, 
12C2D4 and 
13C12CH4 (4.8 cm
-1 up to 4100 cm-1)
• CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ and CCSD(T)-F12A/AVTZ-F12
180.000 and 90.000 h CPU time
• 3x250 parameters for model at order 4
• Fit error: 0.0001 debye (RMS)
Ingredient 2: Efficient computational method
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Vibrational basis set convegence Hamiltonian model convergence
TENSOR homemade variational code (normal-mode approach)
 Full symmetry account
 Systematic convergence analysis
12C2H4 variational spectrum
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• Variational calculations up to J = 50 with reduced vibrational basis
Band centers are adjusted to observed when possible
• ~ 18000 transitions in HITRAN: large part of the information is missing
Intense bands between 1800 and 2300 cm-1
• No polyad structure: analyzes are complex
(variational)
(variational)
Fundamental bands of 12C2H4
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Variational
Variational
Variational
Variational
1800 – 2300 cm-1 region
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• Missing lines in HITRAN
• Recent analysis: Flaud et al. (JMS, 2012)
6 observed bands
3 ‘‘darks’’ states
9 interacting bands
4500 cm-1 region of 12C2H4 spectrum
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Variational
Observed
RMS up to 3500 cm-1 and J=50
Positions: 0.07 cm-1 Intensities: 2-3%
Best available ab initio predictions for ethylene.
New experimental data from Tomsk
13C12CH4 isotopologues
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• Variational calculations up to J = 31 with reduced vibrational basis
Band centers ara adjusted using calculated isotopic shifts
• Lower symmetry: convergence is a tedious task!
• Almost all the information is missing in databases!
13C12CH4 isotopologues
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• Only one analysis: Flaud et al. (JMS, 2011) 700-1200 cm-1 region
• Need of extended experimental data
First ab initio study of 13C12CH4
Completeness or accuracy … or both … ?
Can variational calculations based on ab 
initio surfaces detect inconsistencies in 
databases and improve effectives models?
… or even be used to assign lines…
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Exemple 1: the ν10 band of 
12C2H4
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• HITRAN intensities are overestimated by 30% in variational calculations
only between 830 – 950 cm-1
Exemple 1: the ν10 band of 
12C2H4
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• HITRAN intensities are overestimated by 30% in variational calculations
only between 830 – 950 cm-1
• Same tendancy reproduced by last analyzes (Bourgeois et al., GSMA)
Very good agreement with varia. (~2%)
Exemple 1: the ν10 band of 
12C2H4
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• HITRAN intensities are overestimated by 30% in variational calculations
only between 830 – 950 cm-1
• Same tendancy reproduced by last analyzes (Bourgeois et al., GSMA)
Very good agreement with varia. (~2%)
Ab initio calculations can detect regions where new experimental data and analyzes are needed!
Exemple 2: the ν4 band of 
12C2H4
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• Parameters of effective models can be ill-defined when there is few experimental data
Strange feature around 1025 cm-1 (weak ν4 lines)
• Improvement of the model for the analysis using ab initio predictions
Ab initio calculations can help to refine effective models when the number of observed data 
is low, by giving attributions for well converged lines!
Future ?
• Complete TheoReTS (Reims-Tomsk) theoretical databases (web site available this summer) 
planetological & astrophysical applications & non-LTE processes
12C2H4 ,
12CH4, 
13CH4, 
12CD4, 
12CH3D, 
12CHD3, 
12CH2D2, PH3, PD3, PHD2, PH2D
CH3X (X=F, Cl, Br, I, Li) coming soon !!
Billions of lines!
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Billions of lines!
• Extension to Hot T (following our works on methane at 2000K (Rey et al., APJ 2014))
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Thank you for your attention!
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